
 
 

 

 

POLITICAL SCIENCE/GEOGRAPHY CLUSTER 

MINUTES 

March 26, 2019 

1:30 pm to 3:30 pm 

Lake Worth Campus 
 

 

 

ITEM 1. Pillars of Instructional Excellence Activity 

  

 To help faculty developers plan and schedule professional development activities for the Center 

for Teaching and Learning Excellence, please review the Pillars of Instructional Excellence 

(P.I.E) and then identify one Pillar with the most growth potential for the cluster. Consider the 

growth potential for both full-time and adjunct faculty. Once the Pillar is identified, add any 

explanation or support the cluster believes would help developers plan and schedule professional 

development activities districtwide. Submit by email to Jennifer Hudson 

(hudsonj@palmbeachstate.edu) 

 

 Discussion: Cluster members discussed the six pillars of Instructional Excellence. Although they 

found all of them to be important, the “Manage” Pillar is the one that is most relevant and 

significant to the cluster, particularly in the coverage of politics in the classroom. Following a 

presentation from Professor Mancusi earlier in the day, the cluster focused on the Essentials 

elements M.1.1. and M.1.3 of this pillar. These elements see the need to “create and nurture an 

atmosphere of mutual respect” and “facilitate effective and inclusive class discussion.” When 

discussing and teaching politics, particularly on issues that are controversial or divisive, it is very 

important that professors help to balance ideologies so that all sides may be heard and always 

make students feel comfortable to express their ideas and opinions. To promote their success, 

students must know that they are participating in an educational atmosphere of inclusiveness and 

respect. 

  

 Action: The cluster unanimously directed Shari MacLachlan to submit the information and its 

choice of the Manage Pillar by email to Jennifer Hudson as soon as possible. 

 

  Source:  “Make It Happen: Palm Beach State College Pillars of Instructional Excellence (PIE).” 

Available at http://www.palmbeachstate.edu/PIE 
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ITEM 2. New Faculty 

 

 The Cluster welcomed its newest fulltime member, Professor Kevin Coakley from the 

Loxahatchee Groves Campus. 

  

 Action: None. 

 

 

ITEM 3. Textbooks 
 

 Discussion: The cluster discussed textbook options for Fall 2019. The only change 

expected is for Introduction to American Government (POS1041) since the current 

textbook in use has moved to a new edition and will no longer be available in the fall. 

Cluster members have been reviewing a number of textbook options from different 

publishers and gave their input. 

 

  Action: The Cluster unanimously chose AmGov: Long Story Short by Christine Barbour, 

published by Sage/CQ Press, 2020. ISBN: 978-1-5443-2592-7. 

 

 

 

Attendance:   

  Hendel Cerphy 

  Kevin Coakley 

  Andrew Luma 

  Shari MacLachlan 

  Phillip Mancusi 

  Terry Randolph (away on College Business)      

 

Submitted by: 
 

 

[Shari MacLachlan], Scribe 
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